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Model of behavior LKR 

Summary:

The model of behavior  LKR is a thermomechanical evolution of the model élasto (visco) plastic L&K [1] and
[2]. Its development and its digital integration are the fruit of work of thesis of S. Raude [3].

This document present conceptual broad outlines of the model and the principal equations which govern its
operation. The first paragraph introduces the great concepts of the model, essential with the comprehension of
the second paragraph in which its principal equations resulting are presented from  [3] . The last paragraph
briefly returns on the broad outlines of the digital integration of the model. 
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1 Tally physical and concepts of model L&K
The objective of this paragraph is not to describe in an exhaustive way the step taken by [1]  and [2]  to lead to
the development of the model L&K. The goal is to reconsider certain points essential with the comprehension of
the paragraphs §2 and §3. We invite the reader to refer to  [1] and [2] for more details. The concepts presented
in this paragraph were preserved by [3] in the development of the model LKR.

The  model  presented  by  [2] is  a  model  élasto(visco)plastic  with  two  mechanisms.  The  first  mechanism,
elastoplastic, attempts to describe the instantaneous behavior deviatoric of the géomatériaux one. The second
mechanism, viscoplastic, translated the effect of time on the behavior deviatoric.

The instantaneous behavior deviatoric is characterized by extension and unconfined compression tests/triaxial
(inter alia). The conceptual framework retained for the development of the elastoplastic mechanism is mainly
based on the analysis of  behaviour  in  triaxial  compression.  The response of  géomatériaux  to this kind of
request  breaks up into  two phases (see figure  1.1).  For  relatively  weak deformations,  the resistance of  a
sample increases with its axial deformation. This phase, qualified pre-peak, ends when the material reached its
maximum resistance. Beyond this peak, resistance decreases until reaching a residual value. The evolution of
a material  between its resistances of  peak and residual is described as  post-peak.  Behaviors  pre-peak and
post-peak are detailed in the paragraph §1.1.

The effect of time on the behavior deviatoric is characterized by triaxial compression or relieving, creep tests at
various loading rates. The conceptual framework retained for the development of the viscoplastic mechanism
is mainly based on the analysis of behaviour during a creep test. This point is detailed in the paragraph §1.2.

 

1.1 Elastoplastic mechanism

The elastoplastic mechanism attempts to reproduce the following phenomena [1] :

• the elastic behavior is nonlinear for weak deformations;

• maximum resistance depends on the level of containment;

• rise in temperature post-peak is controlled by the progressive loss of cohesion and the evolution of the
angle of dilatancy;

• the residual state, or critical condition, is characterized by a worthless cohesion, a worthless dilatancy
and a behavior purely rubbing.

1.1.1 Behavior pre-peak

The behavior pre-peak can break up into several phases. By way of an example, [2]  and [5] in distinguish six
(to see figure 1.2):
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1. This phase, known as of  tightening,  relates to the low levels  of  constraint.  It  is accompanied by a
contraction of the sample and represented the initial closing of the preexistent cracks within material.
This phase is considerably reduced, even non-existent,  when a confining pressure is applied to the
sample.

2. This phase corresponds to the linear/elastic part of  stress-strain curve and seldom exceeds 40% of
maximum resistance. The voluminal behavior remains contracting but evolves more slowly than during
the first phase.

3. This  phase marks  the  initiation  of  cracking  and  dilatancy.  The propagation  of  the  cracks  created
remains however stable. The level  of  constraint corresponding to this phase generally lies between
30% and 60% of maximum resistance.

4. For diverters ranging between 50% and 60% of maximum resistance, an important intensification of
cracking is observed. An increase in the confining pressure has a stabilizing effect on the development
of these cracks.

5. The coalescence of the cracks starts. This phase corresponds to diverters ranging between 70% and
90% of maximum resistance.

Phases 3.4 and 5 always are not the object of such a distinction. Their characterization and levels of
diverterS which they correspond strongly depend on the confining pressure applied to the sample. For
weak  containments,  cracking  will  quickly  become  unstable  as  of  the  third  phase.  With  raised
containment, this transition can be delayed until the end of the fifth phase.

6. This  phase is  associated with  the unstable  development  of  cracking  and a significant  increase of
dilatancy until the maximum resistance of the sample.

Figure 1.2: Phases characterizing the
evolutions mechanics and voluminal of a
material during unconfined compression
tests or triaxial (of [5] begun again by [2])  

In a simplified way, we will retain three phases: 

1. Phases 1 and 2 can constitute a single field inside whose the behavior is elastic. The higher limit of this
phase corresponds to the elastic limit of material.

2. Phases 3.4 and 5 can also constitute a single field which marks a transition in the voluminal behavior
(stable/unstable  cracking).  For  weak  containments,  this  transition  takes  place  for  low  levels  of
constraint, close to the initial elastic limit. For raised confining pressures, this transition can take place
for levels of constraint very close to the peak of resistance.

3. Phase 6  is  associated  with  the  unstable  development  of  cracking.  The higher  limit  of  this  phase
coincides with the maximum resistance of material.

This decomposition in three simplified phases makes it possible to define three thresholds within the space of
constraints (figure 1.4).  The higher limits of  fields 1 and 3 characterize mechanical  thresholds: limit  elastic
initial and resistance maximum, also called resistance of peak. Higher limit of the phase 2. mark a transition in
the voluminal  behavior  (contractance/dilatancy).  This  transition  between behaviors  contracting  and dilating
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
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takes place for states of stress called characteristic states  [6]  and and [7] . The whole of the characteristic
states obtained for triaxial compression tests to various confining pressures defines the characteristic threshold.

Figure 1.3: Thresholds of evolution in phase pre-peak.  

Within the framework retained by [2] , work hardening pre-peak thus results in one dilation elastic range enters
the thresholds of damage (or initial elastic limit) and of peak (or maximum resistance) (figure 1.3).

When the state of stress is between the initial elastic limit and the characteristic threshold, the plastic voluminal
behavior is described as contractor. When the state of stress is between the threshold characteristic and the
threshold of peak, the plastic voluminal behavior is described as dilating. The characteristic threshold is defined
like the union of  the initial  limit  elastic (for weak containments) and a threshold called limit  of  cleavage in
reference to the works completed by [8] and [9] (higher containments) (figure 1.3). 

1.1.2 Behavior post-peak 

The  behavior  post-peak  characterizes  the  evolution  of  material  in  the  vicinity  and  beyond  the  peak  of
resistance  (between  its  resistances  maximum  and residual).  Most  cohesive  materials  present  a  behavior
softening after having reached their resistance of peak. This field represents a deterioration of the mechanical
properties of  material  and, in particular,  a loss of  cohesion.  The behavior  post-peak is strongly  depend on
containment [2]  . An increase in the confining pressure tends to stabilize the fall of resistance. This stabilization
is however progressive and function of external parameters such as the speed of request, the temperature, the
way of  constraint,  the  pore  water  pressure,  etc  Several  fracture  topographies,  or  modes of  ruin  [1] ,  are
observed according to the confining pressure. It is commonly allowed to distinguish three from them:

• Weak containment: the sample breaks by cleavage , the rupture is fragile and explosive. This mode of
rupture is described as diffuse junction by [10] (figure 1.4); 

• Intermediate containment: the formation of  one or more structure (S) of  shearing within the sample
controls the loss of resistance (figure 1.4). As of the creation of these structures known as induced [1] ,
the loss of resistance is entirely controlled by the behavior along these discontinuities until the residual
threshold  (criterion  of  residual  resistance,  critical  condition  of  material,  behavior  purely  rubbing,
worthless cohesion and dilatancy). This mode of rupture is described as localised junction by [10]  ; 

• High containment: the behavior becomes ductile. The sample can become deformed in an important
way without loss of resistance and homogeneity. The voluminal behavior can remain purely contracting.
There is setting out of barrel sample (figure 1.4).

Works  completed  by  [1]  and  [2]  allowed  to  highlight  the  existence  of  an  intermediate  state  between
resistances maximum  and residual  of  a material.  This state coincides with  a total  loss of  cohesion and a
maximum of dilatancy which correspond to the formation of one or more surface (S) of shearing ( figure 1.4).
The whole of  these intermediate states defines a threshold within the space of constraints, called threshold
intermediary.  [1]  and  [2]  suppose that  the intermediate  threshold  coincides with  the second part  of  the
characteristic  threshold introduced into  the paragraph §1.1.1 These two thresholds should not  however  be
confused. The characteristic threshold is a threshold of transition in the voluminal behavior pre-peak while the
intermediate threshold is a threshold  mechanics by which the elastic range in mode post-peak is hammer-
hardened. The voluminal behavior in phase post-peak is always dilating, it does not matter the state of stress.
The evolution of the field of elasticity for the behavior post-peak is thus done in two times [2]:

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
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•  A first transition between thresholds from peak and intermediary during which the cohesion of material
gradually will cancel (size C  on figure 1.5) while dilatancy will increase to reach its maximum on the
intermediate threshold (size φ  on on figure 1.5). 

• One second transition between thresholds intermediate and residual during which dilatancy decreases
by progressive wear of the lips of the structures of shearing created on the level  of the intermediate
threshold ( figure 1.5 ). On the residual threshold, cohesion and dilatancy are worthless, the behavior is
purely rubbing (critical condition) (size φrés  on figure 1.5 ). 

Figure 1.4: Various modes of rupture according to containment [1] 

 

For weak containments, the transition between threshold from peak and residual threshold are done primarily
by loss of cohesion. There is rupture by cleavage or junction diffuses (figure 1.5). Dilatancy does nothing but
increase,  no  independent  surface  of  shearing  is  not  created.  For  higher  containments,  the  tendency  is
reversed; the role of dilatancy becomes increasingly important (figure 1.5).

 

1.2 Viscoplastic mechanism

The effect of time on the behavior of a material is expressed by various phenomena. Let us quote for example:

• Consolidation:  reduction  in  volume  in  time  following  a  drainage  of  the  material  (hydraulic
phenomenon).

• Swelling: increase in volume generated by chemical modifications of the structure of the rock.

• Creep: differed deformations with constant loading.

• Relieving: relaxation of the constraints with constant deformation.

• Ageing:  degradation  of  the  rock  mechanics  properties  following  a  chemical  weathering  of  its
constitutive minerals.

• Cicatrization: physicochemical phenomenon of recrystallization allowing the rock to find its mechanical
properties.

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
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The behavior deviatoric differed from géomatériaux can be characterized by various types of tests: 

• Triaxial  compression tests at various speeds of  request: it  is commonly allowed that the maximum
resistance of a material decreases with a reduction rate loading [2] . 

• Creep tests (figure 1.6 ): a diverter is maintained constant after an isotropic phase of containment. The
evolution of the axial deformations according to time makes it possible to characterize the speed and
the  amplitude  of  the  differed  effects.  Three  distinct  modes  are  generally  highlighted:  a  primary
education creep during which the speed of creep does nothing but decrease in the course of time; a
secondary creep during which the speed of creep is constant; a tertiary creep during which the speed of
creep increases quickly. This last mode generally leads to the rupture of the sample. 

• Tests of relieving: the deformation is maintained constant. The fall of constraint in the course of time
also makes it possible to characterize the speed and the amplitude of the differed effects.

Figure 1.6: Test results of creep carried out on the mudstone of Cox [11] begun again by [12] (on the left), [13]
begun again by [2] (on the right).

According to the level of diverter applied to a sample, the three modes of creep presented above can or not
exist. For low levels of diverter, creep is stabilized quickly (primary education creep). For higher diverters, the
long-term behavior evolves in an unstable way. The time of transition between creeps secondary and tertiary
depends on the level of pressure applied and external parameters such as the temperature. An increase in the
confining pressure stabilizes the long-term behavior. The identification of the states of stress corresponding to
the transition between behaviors in the long run stable and unstable for various confining pressures makes it
possible to define a threshold within the space of  constraints,  called maximum  viscoplastic  threshold.  This
threshold is also called threshold of long-term resistance by [2]  because the level  of constraint of transition
between creeps stable and unstable also corresponds to maximum resistance being able to be reached during
a triaxial compression test at infinitely slow rate loading. 

Figure 1.7: Thresholds of evolution for the viscoplastic
mechanism.

 

  
The existence of  this threshold does not win unanimous support near the scientific  community  because its
determination remains difficult to define, in particular for materials with slow kinetics of creep. However, based
on several work enumerated by [2] , the model L&K retains like threshold of long-term resistance, the threshold
of  initiation  of  crackings  of  extension  (cracking  unstable),  i.e.  wraps it  threshold  of  damage  and  limit  of
cleavage. The threshold of long-term resistance thus coincides with the characteristic threshold defined in the
paragraph  §1.1.1.  There  still,  one  should  not  confuse  the  role  of  these  two  thresholds.  The  maximum
viscoplastic threshold is a threshold mechanics by which the field of elasticity of the viscoplastic mechanism is
hammer-hardened while the characteristic threshold is a threshold of transition in the voluminal behavior for
the two mechanisms. With these definitions, an in the long run unstable behavior necessarily corresponds in a
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
provided as a convenience.
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voluminal state dilating. The threshold of initiation of the viscoplastic deformations corresponds to the initial

elastic limit (threshold of damage), one sees it on the figure 1.7 with q=σ eq=√3 J2=√ 3
2
~σ :~σ  the equivalent

constraint of von Mises (forced deviatoric) and  p'  represent the effective average pressure (containment).
The  elastic  range  of  the  viscoplastic  mechanism  thus evolves  between the  initial  elastic  limit  (which  are
identical to that of the elastoplastic mechanism) and the threshold of long-term resistance. During a creep test,
a  diverter  maintained  constant  between  the  initial  elastic  limit  and  the  maximum  viscoplastic  threshold
corresponds to a stable creep (primary education creep) and to a voluminal behavior contracting. A diverter
maintained constant between the maximum viscoplastic threshold and the threshold of peak corresponds to an
in the long run unstable behavior and a voluminal behavior dilating.

1.3 Coupling between the two mechanisms

As indicated  in  the  paragraph  §1.2,  the  maximum  resistance  reached during  a  triaxial  compression  test
depends the speed of request and thus on time. However maximum resistance is a concept only carried by the
plastic  mechanism (threshold of  peak) which is independent of  time.  To be able to reproduce this kind of
phenomenon, it is thus necessary to couple the two mechanisms in order to introduce, in implicit manner, the
concept of time within the plastic mechanism.

Coupling introduced by  [2]  take place on the level  of  the internal  variables of  work hardening of  the two
mechanisms.  When  the  state  of  stress is  above  maximum  viscoplastic  threshold,  the  work  hardening  of
viscoplastic  surface influences that  of  plastic  surface.  The reader will  refer to  [2]  for  more details on this
subject. The coupling between the two mechanisms will in addition be evoked in the paragraph §2.5 in which
are presented expressions of the variables of work hardening of the two mechanisms.

1.4 Remarks on the isotropic behavior

The model of  behavior  L&K was initially  developed to reproduce the behavior  of  works during excavations
underground. The way of constraint followed in wall of gallery during an excavation is not isotropic. The model
L&K thus  sticks  primarily  to  reproduce  the  behavior  deviatoric  of  the  géomatériaux  one.  Along  a  purely
hydrostatic way of constraint, the modelled behavior remains elastic non-linear. It is the same for the model
LKR.

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
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2 Thermomechanical  extension  of  the  model  L&K (model
LKR)

The objective of this paragraph is to present the evolutions brought to the model of behavior L&K, that it is on
the mechanical  part  of  the model  or the integration of  the effects of  the temperature.  The entirety  of  the
equations  constitutive  of  the  model  is  presented  in  this  paragraph.  Some  comments  will  be  formulated
concerning the evolutions brought to the model L&K and the integration of the effects of the temperature.

LE model LKR can be coupled with the classical equations of thermo-poro-elasticity within the meaning of [14]
and [15] . Equations of coupling are not detailed in this document. For more information, to see [14].

2.1 Partition of the tensor of the deformations

The tensor of  the deformations is divided into four parts.  The tensor of  the elastic  strain breaks up into a
mechanical part, ε

m, e , and in a thermal part, ε
T , e . The unrecoverable deformations break up into a plastic part

(instantaneous), ε
p , and in a viscoplastic part (differed), ε

vp . Under the assumption of the small disturbances,
this decomposition is also valid for an incremental writing:

ε̇=ε̇m ,e+ε̇T , e+ε̇vp+ε̇ p  (1)

The notation ẋ  represent the derivative compared to the time of the size x . Lhas concept of time physical is
only valid for the viscoplastic mechanism. The concept of time for the mechanisms rubber band and plastic
refers to a step of time of digital integration.

2.2 Elastic mechanism

The increment  of  elastic  strain  mechanics is  related to the increment  of  constraint  by a non-linear  elastic
relation, qualified the hypoélastique one: 

ε̇
m, e
=

1
2G
~̇σ+

1
9 K

İ ' 1δ  (2)

Where ~σ=σ−pδ  is the deviatoric part of the tensor of the constraints σ .  İ ' 1=3 p '=Tr (σ ' ) is the first

invariant of the tensor of the effective constraints σ ' . p'  is the average pressure effective. δ  is the tensor
identity of order two. K  and G  are respectively the modules of compressibility and shearing which depend
on the average state of stress:

K=K0( p '
Pa
)
nelas

 and G=G0( p '
Pa
)
nelas

(3)

PA  is the atmospheric pressure (in Pascals),  K 0  and G0  are the modules of compressibility and shearing

with atmospheric  pressure and  nelas  (NELAS)  is constant  a material  which represents the evolution of  the

elastic modules according to the average state of stress.  K0  and  G0  are directly calculated starting from
Young  the  modulus  and  Poisson's  ratio  seized  by  the  user  under  the  keyword  factor  ELAS order
DEFI_MATERIAU.

The elastic modules of the tender and hard rocks tend to slightly decreasing with the temperature. However,
this  evolution  is  less frank  for  argillaceous materials,  strongly  dependent on external  parameters such as
moisture  relative,  and  negligible  compared  to  the  effects  of  the  confining  pressure  in  the  ranges  of
temperatures usually considered. The effects of the temperature on the elastic modules are thus not taken into
account in the model LKR. 

The increment of elastic strain thermics, ε̇
T , e , is related to the increment of temperature Ṫ , by the relation: 

ε̇
T , e
=αV Ṫ δ  (4)
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With αV  (ALPHA) is, at first approximation, independent of the temperature. 

Note: it is nevertheless possible to define the elastic modules and the thermal dilation coefficient like functions
of the temperature through the definition of variables of orders.

2.3 Plastic mechanism

2.3.1 Expression of the criterion of plasticity

The general expression of the criterion of plasticity remains unchanged compared to the criterion suggested by
[2] : 

Fp (σ ' , ap , sp ,mp )≡
q H (θ)

σ c H 0
c −(m

p

σc ( p '−
qH (θ)

3 H 0
c )+s p)

a p

=0  (5)

Quantities ap , s p  and m p  are the parameters of work hardening of the plastic mechanism. The expressions
of these parameters are detailed in the paragraph §2.3.2 We let the reader refer to  [2] or with  [16] for more
details on the physical significance of these parameters.  s  can be associated in the term with cohesion (a
material is supposed to be intact if  s=1  and granular if s=0 ), m  can be comparable in the term of friction
or friction defining the slope of the criterion in the plan of the principal constraints and a  can be comparable in

the term of  dilatancy  [1] . One notes σ eq=√3J 2=√ 3
2
~σ :~σ  the equivalent constraint of von Mises and σ c

(SIGMA_C)  is  the  compressive  strength  simple.  The function  H (θ)  translated  the  influence  of  the  third
invariant of the tensor of the constraints on the form of the criterion of plasticity in the plan deviatoric, or plan
π  (plan of normal p' ). θ  is the angle of Lode (to see (6)). This function was modified to make it possible to

guarantee the convexity of the criterion  L&K in the plan  π  for any set of parameters material.  Researches
undertaken in [3] allowed to lead to a new expression inspired of work of [17] : 

{H (θ)=cos(βπ6 −
1
3

arccos (γcos3θ ))
H0

c=H (0)=cos(βπ6 −
1
3

arccos (γ ))
 for θ∈[0, π

3 ]  with cos3θ=√54 det~σ

(√~σ :~σ )
3 (6)

The constant β  ( BETA ) is fixed at 1,5  and γ  ( GAMMA ) is constant a material which varies between 0  and
1 . For γ=0 , the criterion of plasticity is independent of θ  (criterion of the Drucker-Prager type). For γ=1 ,

we find the criterion of Mohr-Coulomb. Figure 2.1 present the evolution of the criterion of plasticity in the plan
π  for several values of the constants β  and γ . The relation (6) the advantage has of introducing only one

constant material,  γ , and to guarantee the convexity  of  the criterion for  0≤γ≤1 .  γ  can, for example,
being determined by identifying the maximum resistance reached during tests of extension.

Note: D ‘other values for β  are possible and the impact of this choice is presented on F igure 2.1 . In all the
cases, the criterion remains convex for 0≤γ≤1  . 
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of the criterion of plasticity in the plan π  for

β∈ {0,5 ;1 ;1,5;2 }  and γ∈{0 ;0,5 ;0,9 ;1 }

 

2.3.2 Parameters of work hardening

Parameters of work hardening ap , s p  and m p  are defined like functions of the variable of work hardening of

the plastic mechanism, which we will  note  ξ
p ,  and of  the temperature  T .  The expression of  ξ

p  will  be
detailed in the paragraph §2.5. The values taken by these functions represent the evolution of  the field of
elasticity  between  the  various  thresholds  presented  on  Figures  1.4 and 1.6.  However,  compared  to  the
mechanical case, these thresholds are not static any more; they evolve according to the temperature.

We will  distinguish three phases. The first  phase corresponds to a positive  work hardening of  the field  of
elasticity between the initial elastic limit  and the threshold of peak (figure  1.4). The second and third phases
correspond to a negative work hardening between (1) the threshold of peak and the intermediate threshold and
(2) the intermediate threshold and the residual threshold (figure 1.6).

We will use the term of plastic surface or surface of the plastic mechanism to indicate the border of the field of
elasticity current plastic mechanism.

2.3.2.1 Between the initial elastic limit and the threshold of peak

The field of elasticity evolves initially between the limit elastic initial, or threshold of damage, and the threshold
of peak (number 2  on figure 2.2 ). 
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of plastic
surface enters the initial elastic
limit (threshold of damage), and

the threshold of peak (of
maximum resistance)  

Between these two thresholds, the parameters of work hardening evolve as follows: 

{
ap
(ξ

p ,T )=0,5

sp
(ξ

p , T )=s[1 ]− (s[1]−s[0] )(1−ξ
p

ξ[1 ] )
v1

mp
(ξ

p , T )=m[1 ]−(m[1 ]−m[0]) (1−ξ
p

ξ[1] )
v1

 (7)

Indices  [0]  and  [1]  the  values  taken  by  the  parameters  indicate  respectively  ξ
p ,  s p  and  m p  Sur

thresholds of damage and peak. 

The maximum  resistance of  géomatériaux  decrease notlinearlies with the temperature.  This evolution  beT
taken into account while making depend s[1]  and m[1]  of T  :

{m[1 ]=m[1 ]
0 e

r m
(T−T 0)

2

s[1 ]=e
r s
(T−T 0)

2  (8)

Coefficients m[1]
0  (M_1),  rm  (- R_M ) and  rs  (- R_S) are parameters material,  T 0  is a temperature of

reference and T  is the temperature at one moment t  . Parameters  rm  and rs  translate the influence of the
temperature on maximum resistance. These constants must be strictly negative ( R_M and R_S must be strictly
positive ) and to observe the condition  rs

≤rm . figure  2.3 present the evolution of the parameters s [1]  and

m[1]  and of the threshold of peak in function the temperature.

Figure 2.3: Influence of the temperature on the parameters s[1]  and m[1]  and on the threshold of peak in the

plan of the invariants of the tensor of the constraints { p' , q } .
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In accordance with the framework fixed by  [2], one has  s[1]
0
=1  ; the term of cohesion is maximum on the

threshold of peak to room temperature. 

Few experimental data exist concerning the influence of the temperature on the position and the form of the
initial elastic limit.  One makes the assumption that it evolves in the same way as the threshold of maximum
resistance: 

m[0]=m[0]
0 e

rm (T−T0 )
2

 (9)

The coefficient  m[0]
0  ( M_0 ) is a parameter material.  The parameter  s [0]  is given in an analytical  way by

supposing that the relationship between the initial elastic limits in compression and traction is equal to 10   (to
see equation (10) ). This value  is usually used as relationship between maximum resistances in compression
and traction of the rocks and the concretes. By simplification, it is here extrapolated with the case of the initial
elastic limit: 

s[0]=(m[0 ]ζ

1−ζ2 )
2

 with ζ=0,1 (10)

The parameter s [0]  also vary with the temperature via m[0]  . The parameter ξ[1 ]  equation ( 7 ) control the X-

coordinate of  the peak of  resistance in the plan  {εax , q}  where  εax  represent the axial  deformation of  a
sample during a triaxial compression test. The temperature can influence the position of the peak of resistance.
Inspired by work of [18] , one proposes to make evolve ξ[1 ]  with the temperature as follows: 

ξ[1 ]=ξ[1 ]
0 er[1]

x (T−T 0)  (11)

The coefficient ξ[1 ]
0  ( XI_1 ) is a parameter material which controls the X-coordinate of the peak of resistance

to room temperature and r [1]
x  ( R_X1 ) is a parameter strictly positive material which represents the evolution

of this X-coordinate according to the temperature. Lastly, v1  ( V_1 ) is a parameter material strictly higher than

1  who influences the speed of work hardening of the surface of the plastic mechanism between the thresholds
of damage and peak (to see figure 2.4). 

L be parameters material introduced by the relations of work hardening between the thresholds of damage and
of peak are the following: 

Parameter material Interval of definition

m[0]
0  ℝ

+  

m[1]
0  [m[0]

0 ,+∞ [  

rm  [r s ,0]  

rs  ]−∞ , rm ]  

ξ[1 ]
0  ℝ

+  

r[1]
x  ℝ

+  

v1  ]1,+∞ [  

All these parameters can be given relatively easily starting from test results of triaxial compression at ambient
temperatures and high:

• The parameter  m[1]
0  is  obtained by adjusting the threshold  of  peak on the maximum  resistances

obtained for several confining pressures to room temperature. 
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• Parameters rs  and rm  are given by adjusting the threshold of peak on the whole of the maximum
resistances obtained for several confining pressures and several temperatures. 

• ξ[1 ]
0  is obtained by determining the X-coordinates of the peaks of resistance in the plan {εax , q}  for

several confining pressures to room temperature. 

• r[1]
x  can be given by adjusting the X-coordinates of the peaks of resistance in the plan {εax , q}  for

several confining pressures and several temperatures. 

• v1  can be given by adjusting the pre-peak part of the axial stress-strain curves to room temperature. 

• m[0]
0  can be given by identifying the level of constraint for which unrecoverable deformations appear.

For lack of experimental data, [2] and [19] propose to fix the elastic limit at null containment to 30% of
the compressive  strength  simple.  Here,  this  assumption  implies  directly  that  m[0]

0 ≈3 .  This  value
seems correct for hard stones but too high for tender rocks and grounds. 

Figure 2.4: Influence of the parameters ξ[1 ]
0 , ξ[2 ]

0 , v1  and v2  on

the position and the shape of the stress-strain curves. The tiretées
lines correspond in a state of stress which is on the threshold of

peak. The tear lines correspond in a state of stress which is on the
intermediate threshold.
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2.3.2.2 Between the threshold of peak and the intermediate threshold

The field of elasticity of the plastic mechanism is hammer-hardened then negatively between the threshold of
peak and the intermediate threshold (number 3  on figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Evolution of plastic
surface enters the threshold of

peak, subscripted and the
threshold intermediary,

subscripted.

 

Between these two thresholds, the parameters of work hardening evolve as follows:

{
ap
(ξ

p, T )=
1
2
+(a[2]−1

2 )(
ξ

p
−ξ[1]

ξ[2 ]−ξ[1 ])
v2

s p(ξp , T )=s[1 ](1−( ξ
p
−ξ[1]

ξ[2]−ξ[1 ])
v2

(1+v2 (ξ[2 ]−ξ
p )

ξ[2]−ξ[1] ))
mp
(ξ

p ,T )=m[1]( f i
1/ap

−s p

f i
2
−s[2] ) avec fi=

q i
σ c

 (12)

Indices [1]  and [2]  the values taken by the parameters indicate respectively ap , s p , m p  and ξp  on the

thresholds of peak and intermediary. The parameter  m p  is deduced from the expressions from ap  and s p

while noting  { pi , qi }  the point of intersection enters the thresholds of peak, intermediary and residual in the

plan { p' , q }  (figure 2.6) and by writing that this point belongs at the same time to the threshold of peak and

any surface between the threshold of peak and the intermediate threshold (for θ=0 ).

pi  corresponds so that we call  pressure of transition enters of the behaviors fragile and ductile.  qi   is the
corresponding ordinate. In many models based on a formalism of  the type Camwood Clay, the pressure of
transition, comparable to half of the pressure of initial preconsolidation, is a parameter material. This parameter
is usually given starting from test results oedometric. Here, we can define in an equivalent way pi  or qi  as

parameter of the model because there exists an analytical relation between these two quantities (for θ=0 ) : 

( pi
σc )=

1
m[1]
(( q i
σ c )

2

+
m[1]

3 ( q i
σ c )−s[1 ])  (13)

One has chosen to fix qi .
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Figure 2.6: Localization of the
point of intersection enters the

thresholds of peak, intermediary
and residual.

 

The pressure of preconsolidation, and thus the pressure of  transition between behaviors fragile and ductile,
decrease  significantly  with  the  temperature.  To reproduce  this  phenomenon,  qi ,  who  intervenes  in  the

expression of  the function  mp  (equation  12),  must depend on the temperature.  In inspiring by the works
completed by [20] and [21], one proposes the following expression:

q i=qi
0(1−rq log( TT 0 ))  (14)

Lbe coefficients  qi
0  (Q_I)  and  rq  (R_Q)  are  strictly  positive  parameters material.  figure  2.7 present  the

evolution of pi  and qi  according to the temperature.

Figure 2.7: Evolution of the sizes pi  and q i  according to the

temperature.

 

The surface of the plastic mechanism coincides with the intermediate threshold when ξp=ξ[2 ]  (equation 12).

The parameter ξ[2 ]  control to some extent quantity of produced work hardening between the threshold of peak
and the intermediate threshold. An increase in ξ[2 ]  with ξ[1 ]  constant the fall of resistance in mode post-peak
stabilizes (figure 2.4).

By analogy with the effects which induce an increase in the confining pressure, an increase in temperature
stabilizes the behavior post-peak. We think that this phenomenon can partially be reproduced by the evolution
of the parameter q i  (equation 14). However, if the parameter ξ[1 ]  is authorized to grow with the temperature

(equation  11),  ξ[2 ]  must  obligatorily  follow the same evolution at  the same speed or more quickly. In the
contrary case, the fall of resistance becomes increasingly brutal as ξ[1 ]  increase with the temperature. Leven
law of evolution that for the parameter has ξ[1 ]  is thus proposed for ξ[2 ]  : 

ξ[2 ]=ξ[2 ]
0 er[2]

x (T−T 0)  (15)

Coefficients ξ[2 ]
0  (XI_2) and r[2]

x  (R_X2) are strictly positive parameters material. The parameter a[2 ]  (A_2)

of the equation (12), strictly understood enters 0,5  and 1 , the curve of the intermediate threshold controls. If
a[2 ]=1 , the intermediate threshold is confused with the residual threshold. CE parameter also intervenes in

the expression of the maximum viscoplastic threshold (§2.4.2). Lastly, the parameter v2  (V_2) of the equation

(12), strictly higher than  1 ,  the kinetics of  work hardening between the threshold of  peak and the residual
threshold controls (figure.2.4 ).
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Lfunction has  s p  cancel yourself  for  ξ
p
=ξ[2 ] . This evolution is in agreement with the physical  framework

proposed by [2]  recalled in the paragraph §1. The value s p
=0  corresponds physically to a worthless cohesion

and thus to the formation of one or more structure (S) of shearing within a sample.

The parameters material  introduced by the relations of work hardening between the thresholds of peak and
intermediary are the following: 

Parameter material Interval of definition

q i
0  ℝ

+  

rq  ℝ
+  

ξ[2 ]
0  [ξ[1]

0 ,+∞ [  

r[2]
x  ℝ

+  

a[2 ]  [ 1
2 ,1 ]  

v2  ]1,+∞ [  

All  these  parameters  can  be  given  starting  from  triaxial  compression  tests  at  various  temperatures  and
confining pressures:

• The coefficient qi
0  is obtained by estimating the slope of the residual threshold at room temperature.

Indeed, by writing that the point of coordinates {pi
0 , qi

0 }  belongs at the same time to the threshold of

peak and with the residual threshold, we obtain the following relation: 

q i
0
=
σv

2 (m[1]
0

m[3]
0
+√(m[1]

0

m[3]
0 )

2

+4 )  (16)

The slope of the residual threshold to room temperature in the plan of the principal constraints, m[3]
0

express yourself according to the residual angle of friction [2] : 

m[3]
0
=

2sin φ[3 ]
0

1−sinφ[3 ]
0

 (17)

The parameter  φ[3]
0  , or in an equivalent  way  m[3]

0  , can be given by identification of  the residual

resistances obtained for several confining pressures to room temperature. By admitting that m[1]
0  and

σ c  are beforehand given by adjusting the threshold of peak to room temperature, it is possible to go

up until  qi
0  ( equation  16 ). For hard stones, the determination of the residual angle of friction can

appear difficult because the rupture is often brutal, including for high confining pressures. However, for
this kind of materials, of many references exist in the literature (see [2] ) . For a granite for example,

φ[3]
0  is often taken equal to  30 °−33 °  . While referring in the tables proposed by [22]  allowing to

estimate σ c=250MPa  and m[1]
0
=33  for a granite, we obtain q i

0
≈4GPa  . 

• The parameter  rq  is  obtained by estimating  the  evolution  of  the slope of  the residual  threshold
according to the temperature.

• ξ[2 ]  and  v2  are given  starting from the axial  stress-strain curves obtained with various confining
pressures to room temperature.

• r[2]
x  is given starting from the axial stress-strain curves obtained at various temperatures and confining

pressures. 
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• Since the parameter a[2 ]  also intervenes in the definition of the maximum viscoplastic threshold, or in
an  equivalent  way  of  the  characteristic  threshold,  it  can  be  given  either  starting  from  triaxial
compression  tests  to  room  temperature,  or  starting  from  creep  tests  to  room  temperature.  This
particular item will be discussed in the paragraph §2.4.2.

2.3.2.3 Between the intermediate threshold and the residual threshold

The  surface  of  the  plastic  mechanism  evolves  then  between the  intermediate  threshold  and the  residual
threshold (number 4  on figure 2.8). Between these two thresholds, parameters ap ,  s p  and m p  evolve in
the following way: 

{
ap(ξp ,T )=1−(1−a[2 ])exp(−v2

2 (
2a[2]−1

1−a[2 ] )(
ξ

p
−ξ[2]

ξ[2]−ξ[1] ))
s p
(ξ

p , T )=0

mp(ξp , T )=
m[1] f i

1 /a p

f i
2−s[2]

 (18)

Figure 2.8: Evolution of plastic
surface enters the intermediate

threshold and the residual
threshold.

 

 
These relations do not introduce any parameter additional material.  The residual threshold is reached in an
asymptotic way when ξ

p
→∞ . ap

=1  on the residual threshold (right-hand side of critical condition, behavior

purely rubbing) and  s p
=0  between the thresholds intermediary and residual (the cohesion of  a material  is

supposed to be worthless between these two thresholds).

The expression of the parameter m p  is obtained by writing that the point of coordinates { pi , qi }  is at the same

time  on the intermediate  and any surface between the thresholds intermediary and residual  threshold (for
θ=0 ). The slope of the residual threshold is obtained by passage in extreme cases when ξ

p
→∞  :

m[3]=lim
ξ

p
→∞ (

f i
1 /a p

m[1 ]
f i

2
−s[1 ] )=

qim[1]σc

qi
2
−s[1 ]σ c

2
 (19)

The parameter m[3]  is the slope of the residual threshold in the plan of the principal constraints {σmin ,σmax }  (
σmin  is the minor principal constraint and σmax  is the major principal constraint) and not in the plan of the

invariants of the tensor of the constraints { p' , q } . We will see in the paragraph §2.7 that it there has a direct

correspondence between these two plans.  The expression of  the residual  threshold in  the plan  { p' , q }  is

obtained while writing Fp
=0  with ap

=1 , s p
=0  and m p

=m[3]  :

q=
H 0

c

H (θ)(
3m[3 ]

3+m[3 ]
) p'  (20)
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The slope of the residual threshold in the plan { p' ,q }  during a triaxial compression test ( θ=0 ) is thus equal

to ( 3m[3]

3+m[3]
) . The relation (19) indicate that m[3]  depends naturally on the temperature via  m[1] , s[1]  and qi .

However, Lhas residual resistance of the rocks tender and hard decreases with the temperature [3] . Figure 2.9
present the evolution of the slope of the residual threshold in the plan { p' , q }  according to the temperature.
This evolution is coherent with what is observed in experiments.

Figure 2.9: Evolution of the slope
of the residual threshold in the
plan { p' , q }  according to the

temperature.
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2.4 Viscoplastic mechanism

2.4.1 Expression of the criterion of viscoplasticity

We point out that the viscoplastic mechanism of the model L&K is based on a formalism of the Perzyna type
[23] . The expression of the criterion of viscoplasticity, which we will note Fvp , is identical, in its form, with that
of the criterion of the plastic mechanism:

F vp (σ ' , avp , svp ,m vp )≡
q H (θ)

σc H 0
c −(m

vp

σc (p '−
qH (θ)

3 H 0
c )+svp)

avp

=0  (21)

Quantities  avp ,  svp  and  mvp  are the parameters of  work hardening of  the viscoplastic  mechanism.  For
reasons similar to those evoked in introduction of the paragraph §2.3.2, these parameters are functions of the
variable of work hardening of the viscoplastic mechanism, which we will note ξ

vp , and of the temperature, T .

The expression of  ξ
vp  is detailed in the paragraph §2.5. Other sizes intervening inéquation (21) the same

expressions and significances that  in  the paragraph have  §2.3.  We will  also use the term  of  viscoplastic
surface,  or  surface  of  the  viscoplastic  mechanism,  to  indicate  the  border  of  the  field  of  elasticity  of  the
viscoplastic mechanism.

2.4.2 Parameters of work hardening

The field of elasticity of the viscoplastic mechanism is hammer-hardened between the limit  elastic initial,  or
threshold of  damage, and the maximum viscoplastic  threshold,  or threshold of  long-term resistance (figure
2.10). Conceptual vision presented on Figure  1.7 must be slightly  adjusted to allow a robust and relatively
simple  digital  integration.  In  other  words,  the  maximum  viscoplastic  threshold,  which  coincides  with  the
characteristic threshold, cannot be defined like the union of the elastic limit and the intermediate threshold for
reasons of convexity and continuity.

The idea is thus to define the maximum viscoplastic threshold as a surface which is at the same time close to
the threshold intermediate for containments moderated with high and close to the initial elastic limit  for weak
containments. With this intention, one decide to impose two conditions. First is that the maximum viscoplastic

threshold passes by the point of coordinates { pi , qi }  (for  θ=0 ). Second is that the intersection enters the

maximum viscoplastic threshold and the axis p'  ( p' [5]  on figure 2.10) is not far too distant from that of the

initial  elastic limit  (  on figure  2.2). Values taken by the parameters  avp ,  svp  and  mvp  on the maximum

viscoplastic threshold are subscripted by one [5 ] .

Figure 2.10: Evolution of
viscoplastic surface enters the

initial elastic limit and the
maximum viscoplastic threshold.

 

There is thus two conditions and three unknown factors which are the parameters a[5 ] ,  s [5]  and m[5] . One

decides to fix  a[5 ]=a[2 ] . The second condition makes it possible to obtain a linear relation enters m[5]  and

s[5]  by writing that the distance enters p' [0]  and p' [5]  corresponds to a percentage of the distance enters

p' [0]  and p' [1]  ( p' [1] is the intersection between the threshold of peak and the axis p' ): 
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s [5]
m[5 ]

=
s[0 ]
m[0]

(1−f p)+ f p

s[1]
m[1]

=ϑ( f p)  (22)

Quantity  f p  (F_P) is a parameter which makes it  possible to control  the distance enters  p' [0]  and  p' [5]
(figure 2.11). If f p=0 , p' [0]  and p' [5]  are confused. If f p=1 , p' [1]  and p' [5]  are confused. f p  must be
weakest possible since the maximum viscoplastic threshold must be nearest possible to the initial elastic limit
to weak containments. Most of  the time,  f p  cannot however be null  because in this case there, the initial
elastic limit  and the maximum viscoplastic threshold are intercepted.   is not a parameter material. It can be
given while proceeding gradually by tracing the initial elastic limit and the maximum viscoplastic threshold and
by seeking the smallest value for which these two thresholds are not intercepted. Uvalue by default is not fixed
at 0,1 .

Figure 2.11: Evolution of p' [5]
according to f p .

 

The first condition makes it possible to obtain the expression of s [5]  by using the relation (22): 

s[5]=
ϑ(f p)m[1] f i

1/a[2]

f i
2
−s[1]+m[1]ϑ( f p)

 (23)

This approach makes it possible to limit the number of parameters material introduced with the help of certain
assumptions. Between the initial  elastic limit  and the maximum viscoplastic threshold, the parameters  avp ,

svp  and mvp  take the following form :

{
avp(ξvp ,T )=a[2 ]−(a[2]−1

2 )(1−
ξ

p

ξ[5 ] )
v1

svp
(ξ

vp , T )=s[5]−( s[5 ]−s[0 ])(1−ξ
p

ξ[5 ] )
v1

mvp(ξvp , T )=m[5 ]−(m[5]−m[0 ])(1−ξ
p

ξ[5] )
v1

 (24)

The only  parameter  introduced by  these equations is  ξ[5 ] .  This  parameter  controls  the  amplitude  of  the
deformations differed during a creep test (figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.12: Influence of the parameters Av
0  (in [s−1 ] ), nv  and ξ[5 ]

0  on the curves obtained during creep tests

in the plan {t ,εaxvp } . t  is time and εax
vp  is the axial deformation differed from a sample subjected to diverters

from 19 MPa (stable creep, diverter applied below maximum viscoplastic threshold) and 26 MPa (unstable creep,
diverter applied above maximum viscoplastic threshold). These curves are obtained with room temperature.

Uincrease in temperature causes to increase the amplitude of the differed deformations observed during creep
tests. This phenomenon is reproduced while making depend ξ[5 ]  temperature: 

ξ[5 ]=ξ[5 ]
0 er[5]

x
(T−T 0)  (25)

Quantities  ξ[5 ]
0  (XI_5)  and  r [5 ]

x  (R_X5)  are  strictly  positive  parameters  material.  ξ[5 ]
0  can  be  given  by

adjusting  the  curves  deformation  axial-time  obtained  during  creep  tests  to  various  diverters  and  room

temperature. r[5 ]
x  is given by adjusting the same curves obtained at various temperatures. 

As evoked in the paragraph §2.3.2.2, the parameter a[2 ]  ( A_2 ), which controls the curve of the intermediate
threshold and that of the maximum threshold viscoplastic, can be given in two different ways according to the
experimental data available. We also point out that the maximum viscoplastic threshold is confused with the
characteristic  threshold  which  marks  a  limit  between voluminal  behaviors  contracting  and  dilating.  If  the
evolution of  the voluminal  deformations during a triaxial  compression test is an available  data, the curved
voluminal diverter-deformations, obtained with various confining pressures and room temperature, can be used
to determine a[2 ] . The levels of diverter corresponding to the transitions contractance/dilatancy can be given

starting from these curves and deferred in the plan { p' ,q }  by supposing that the way followed during a triaxial

compression test (drained or dry) is such as q=3 p ‘. The characteristic threshold, or in an equivalent way the
maximum viscoplastic threshold, also constitutes a limit between behaviors in the long run stable and unstable.
a[2 ]  can thus be given  starting from creep tests to room temperature by identifying the levels  of  diverter

corresponding to the transition between creeps stable and unstable for several confining pressures. 

Lbe parameters s[5]  and m[5]  depend naturally on the temperature via  m[1] ,  s[1] , qi ,  m[0]  and s[0] . The
characteristic threshold thus depends naturally on the temperature. However, LE level of diverter of transition
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enters of the behaviors contracting and dilating tendency has to decrease with the temperature ; the level  of
diverter corresponding to the transition enters of the behaviors in the long run stable and unstable Suit also
same evolution. These two phenomena seem naturally reproduced by the framework proposed by [3]  (figure
2.13).

Figure 2.13: Evolution of the characteristic
threshold, or an equivalent way of the maximum

viscoplastic threshold, according to the
temperature.

 

2.5 Coupling between the two mechanisms

The mechanisms plastic and viscoplastic are coupled through their internal variables of work hardening. This
coupling makes it possible, amongst other things, to reproduce the dependence of the maximum resistance of
géomatériaux at the speed of request, and thus to time. The coupling between the two mechanisms engages as
soon as the state of stress is above characteristic threshold  [2]. The work hardening of viscoplastic surface
influences that of plastic surface. As long as the state of stress is below characteristic threshold, the increment
of the variable of work hardening of the plastic mechanism,  ξ̇

p , coincides with the increment of equivalent

plastic deformation, or plastic distortion, γ̇
p  :

ξ̇p=γ̇p=√ 2
3
~̇ε p :~̇ε p  with ~̇ε

p
=dev (ε̇ p

) (26)

When the state of stress is above characteristic threshold, ξ̇
p  is the sum of the plastic increment of distortion

γ̇
p  and of the viscoplastic increment of distortion, γ̇

vp  :

ξ̇
p
=γ̇

p
+γ̇

vp  with γ̇vp=√ 2
3
~̇ε vp :~̇ε vp (27)

The increment of  the variable of  work hardening of  the viscoplastic mechanism is equal to the viscoplastic
increment of distortion, it does not matter the state of stress:

ξ̇
vp
=min {γ̇vp ; ⟨ξ[5 ]−ξ

vp
⟩}  (28)

2.6 Laws of flow

It  is commonly allowed that the direction of  the flows (visco) plastic derives from a function  g(v) p   called

potential (visco) plastic. If this potential coincides with the function F(v) p , the law of flow is known as normal or

associated, in a direction where it is  associated with the criterion of (visco) plasticity  F(v) p . A law of drifting

flow of a potential distinct from F(v) p  (more precisely such as ∂ g(v) p

∂ σ
 is not proportional to ∂ F( v) p

∂σ
 is known as

nonassociated. The materials obeying the law of normality are generally described as standards generalized.
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The concept of standard material is  practical since it makes it  possible to describe the plastic behavior of a
material starting from one only function [24]. Nevertheless, the assumptions which are at the base of the theory
of associated plasticity are not representative of the real behavior of the rocks, the grounds and the concretes
[25].

The concept of (visco) nonassociated plasticity requires the definition of a size called angle of dilatancy, that
we will note ψ , which makes it possible to control the variations of volume (visco) plastic [24].

The framework defined by [2] , and begun again by [3] , is inspired by the works completed by [26] and [27].
This framework makes it possible to define in an explicit way the evolution of the angle of dilatancy, therefore
the evolution of the variations of volume (visco) plastic, without passing by the determination of a potential
(visco) plastic. The assumption supported by [27] stipulate that (one notes Σ  the space of the constraints) : 

∃n∈Σ  with ε̇(v) p :n=0 (29)

The tensor n  of order two is determined by a kinematic condition binding the voluminal deformations (visco)
plastic and the deformations (visco) plastic of shearing. This kinematic condition makes it possible to describe
the transition between voluminal behaviors contracting and dilating. Inspired by the works completed by [28],
we propose the following linear relation: 

ε̇V
(v) p
=−β

s : ε̇(v )p

sII

 (30)

The coefficient β  is a scalar which depends on the angle of dilatancy (equation 39). Tensors n  and ε̇
(v) p  can

break up into a spherical part, n1δ  and ( ε̇V
(v) p

3 )δ  (it is pointed out that  δ  is the tensor identity of order two),

and in a deviatoric part, n2 s  and ε̇(v) p . By combining them équations (29) and (30), one obtains: 

(ε̇(v) p−β s : ε̇ (v) p

3 sII

δ) : (n2 s+n1δ )=(n2−
β

sII

n1) ε̇(v) p : s=0  (31)

While supposing moreover than n  is of standard unit, we obtain finally: 

n=

β
s
sII

−δ

√β2
+3

 with n :n=1 (32)

We point out that the expression of ε̇
(v) p  must observe the condition ( 29 ). With this intention, [28]  propose

to take the projection of ε̇
(v) p  on the hypersurface of deformation of normal n  , that is to say: 

ε̇
(v) p
=λ̇

(v) pG(v) p  with G(v) p
=
∂F (v )p

∂σ '
−(∂F

(v) p

∂σ '
: n)n (33)

The multiplier (visco-)plastic, λ̇
(v) p , or more simply λ̇ , is obtained by applying the conditions complementary

to Kuhn-Tucker and the condition of coherence: 

{
λ̇≥0
F p
(σ ' ,ξ p, T )≤0

λ̇ Fp
(σ ' , ξp , T )=0

 (34)

With: 
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{
Ḟ p
=
∂ Fp

∂σ '
: σ̇ '+

∂ Fp

∂ ξ
p ξ̇

p
+
∂F p

∂T
Ṫ=0

λ̇=

∂F p

∂σ '
: A : (ε̇− ˙ε

vp
)+(−αV

3
∂F p

∂σ '
: A : γ+Θp) Ṫ+ γ̇vp∂F

p

∂ξp

∂Fp

∂σ '
: A :G p

+Ξ
p

 (35)

And: 

{Θ
p
=
∂F p

∂T

Ξ
p
=−√2

3
∂Fp

∂ ξp g II
p

 (36)

One noted  gII
p  the standard of  deviatoric  of  G p .  We notice that the temperature variations  Ṫ  influence

directly the amplitude of the plastic deformations. The relation (35) is written if  there is coupling between the

two mechanisms (state of stress above characteristic threshold). If there is not coupling, the term γ̇vp ∂ Fp

∂ξ p  with

the numerator of the Equation (35) is null.

The viscoplastic increment of deformation is defined by the concept of excess stress introduced by [23] :

ε̇
vp
=⟨φ⟩G vp  with G vp

=
∂Fvp

∂σ '
−(∂ F vp

∂σ '
: n)n (37)

Where ⟨φ⟩  is a positive function of Fvp  :

⟨φ⟩=Av ( ⟨F
vp
⟩

Pa
)
nv

 with 
A v=A v

0(e
−Z
RT (1−

T
T0
)) (38)

The parameter  A v  is a coefficient inversely proportional to the viscosity of material. It is commonly allowed
that  this parameter  evolves  according to the temperature according to a law of  the Arrhenius type  [18]  ;
Ltemperature  has  a  catalyst  effect  on  the  kinetics  of  the  long-term  behavior  (concept  of  thermoactivé

phenomenon). A v
0  (parameter With in DEFI_MATERIAU) is the value taken by A v  with room temperature,

Z  (parameter  Z in  DEFI_MATERIAU) is the energy of activation,  R=8,31441kJ /mol/K  is the universal

constant of perfect gases and nv  (parameter  NR in  DEFI_MATERIAU) is a strictly positive  parameter which
also controls the kinetics of the long-term behavior (FigRUE 2.12).  One will be able to refer to this figure to

note the effects which the parameters have A v
0  and nv  on the curves typically obtained during creep tests.

2.7 Laws of dilatancy

Inspired by the works completed by [29], [2] the following relation for the parameter proposed β  :

β=
−2√6sin ψ

3−sin ψ
 (39)

Within the framework considered by [2] , the angle of dilatancy evolves according to the state of constraint and
the internal variables of work hardening. Two approaches are proposed. The first approach makes it possible to
describe the evolution of  the angle of  dilatancy for the pre-peak part of  the plastic mechanism and for the
viscoplastic mechanism. This approach is based on the concept of state characteristic. As long as the state of
stress is below characteristic threshold, the angle of dilatancy is negative and the voluminal behavior (visco)
plastic  is contracting.  When the state of  stress is above  characteristic  threshold,  the angle  of  dilatancy is
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positive  and the voluminal  behavior  (visco)  plastic  is  dilating.  The second approach  makes it  possible  to
describe the evolution of the angle of dilatancy for the mode post-peak of the plastic mechanism. 

In the first approach, we must be able to be able to determine the position of the state of stress compared to
the characteristic threshold. Because of nonthe linearity of the functions Fp  (equation 5) and Fvp  (equation

21),  the level  of  diverter  q  on the characteristic  threshold cannot be directly  evaluated starting from the
effective  average constraint  p' .  It  is necessary to carry out a change of  reference mark.  This change of
reference mark makes it possible to express the quantities q  and p'  according to the principal constraints

major σ 'max  and minor σ 'min . To obtain the relations of change of reference mark, it is enough to write the
criterion of (visco) plasticity in these two plans: 

{F
*
( p ' , q , a* , s* ,m*

)≡
qH (θ)

σc H 0
c −(m

*

σ c ( p '−
qH (θ)

3H 0
c )+s*)

a*

=0

F*
(σ 'min ,σ 'max , a

* , s* ,m*
)≡(σ 'max−σ 'min

σc )−(m
*

σc
σ 'min+s

*)
a*

=0

 (40)

By analogy between the relations oféquation (40), we obtain: 

σ 'min=p '−
qH (θ)

3 H 0
c  and σ 'max=p '+

2qH (θ)

3H 0
c (41)

For the first approach, [2] propose the following relation for sin ψ  : 

sin ψ=ρ1(
σ 'max−σ ' char
ρ2σ 'max+σ ' char )  (42)

Parameters ρ1  ( RHO_1 ) and ρ2  ( RHO_2 ) are constant material strictly positive and σ ' char  is the value of

σ 'max  on the characteristic threshold: 

σ ' char=σ 'min+σc (m[5]σ 'min

σ c
+s[5 ])

a[2]

 (43)

Starting from the relation (42), we see that the angle of dilatancy is negative when σ 'max≤σ 'char  and positive
in the contrary case. Figure 2.14 submit the evolution of the angle of dilatancy and voluminal deformations to
the courtS triaxial compression tests for various values of the parameter ρ2 . 
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Figure 2.14: Influence of the parameters material ρ2  and ρ4  on the evolution of the angle of dilatancy and on
the curves deformation axial voluminal-deformation typically obtained during triaxial compression tests. The two

tear lines represent the values taken by ξ
p  and εax  on the thresholds of peak and intermediary. These curves

are obtained in  neglecting the coupling between the two mechanisms. 

The parameter ρ2  control the slope of the curves deformation axial voluminal-deformation on the level of the
threshold of peak. A high value of the parameter ρ2  delay the transition towards a dilating behavior absolute.
Parameters ρ1  and  ρ2 also intervene in the expression of sine angle of dilatancy for the mode post-peak of
the plastic mechanism. The law of evolution suggested for the mode post-peak is inspired by work of [30] :

sin ψ=ρ1( ⟨σ 'max−σ 'char ⟩
ρ2σ 'max+σ ' char

+(1−
~σ
~σ [1] )

α−αres

ρ4α+αres )  (44)

The part of  left  of  the relation ( 44 ) allows to ensure the continuity  of  evolution of  the angle of  dilatancy
between the  modes pre-peak  and  post-peak  of  the  plastic  mechanism  (continuity  of  the  direction  of  the
increments of plastic deformation). The part of right-hand side makes it possible to describe the evolution of the
angle of dilatancy in mode post-peak. The coefficient  ρ4  ( RHO_4 ) is a parameter strictly positive  material
which controls the maximum value of the angle of dilatancy reached during a triaxial compression test (  figure
2.14 ).  This maximum  value is directly  connected to the slope of  the curves deformation axial  voluminal-
deformation ( figure 2.14 ). The parameter ρ1  influence evolution of the maximum value of ψ   according to
containment ( figure 2.14 ). Quantity S ~σ  , ~σ[1]  , α  and αres  express themselves according to the state of
constraint  and the parameters of  work hardening of  the plastic  mechanism.  The coefficient  αres  express
yourself according to the slope of the residual threshold: 

αres=(
σ 'max

σ 'min
)res=1+ lim

ξ p→∞

mp
=1+

m[1 ]f i

f i
2
−s[1]

=1+m[3]  (45)

The relation  (44)  is  an extension to  cohesive  materials  of  the expression suggested by  [30] for  the non-
cohesive soils.  [30]  express the quantity  α  according to the principal constraints minor and major. To take
account  of  the inhibiting  effect  of  cohesion on the  development  of  dilatancy,  [2]  proposed the  following
expression: 
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α=
σ 'max+

~σ

σ 'min+
~σ

 (46)

Where the coefficient ~σ  is a term of cohesion defined by: 

~σ=
~
C

tan~φ
 with {

~C=
σc(s

p
)
ap

2√Nφ

N φ=(∂σ 'max

∂σ 'min
)
σ 'min≡0

=1+apmp
(s p
)
a p
−1

~
φ=2arctan (√Nφ )−

π
2

(47)

The parameter  ~σ[1]  is the value taken by ~σ  on the threshold of peak. Since the parameter  s p  decrease
gradually between the threshold of peak and the intermediate threshold and is cancelled on the intermediate
threshold (12),  ~σ  the same evolution follows. Beyond the intermediate threshold,  the quantity  ~σ  is thus
worthless. We find the expression suggested by [30] for a granular material non-cohesive. When ξ

p
→∞ , α

approaches gradually αres  and sinψ  approaches 0 . The deformation of a sample of rock or ground is done,
in this case there, in an isochoric way (figure 2.14).
Lbe introduced parameters material by the laws of flow and dilatancy are the following:

Parameter material Interval of definition DEFI_MATERIAU

A v
0  ℝ

+  With

Z  ℝ
+  Z

nv  ℝ
+  NR

ρ1  ℝ
+  such as −1≤sin ψ≤1

RHO_1

ρ2  ℝ
+  such as −1≤sinψ≤1

RHO_2

ρ4  ℝ
+  such as −1≤sin ψ≤1

RHO_4

All these parameters can be given starting from or triaxial creep test compression tests:

• Parameters A v
0  and nv  can be given starting from creep tests to room temperature; 

• The parameter Z  can be given starting from creep tests at various temperatures; 

• Parameters  ρ1 ,  ρ2  and  ρ4  can be given  by adjusting the  curves  deformation  axial  voluminal-
deformation resulting from triaxial compression tests to room temperature. On figures 2.14 and 2.15,
we  notice  that  the  maximum  reached  by  ψ  is  near  to  the  intermediate  threshold,  which  is  in
agreement with the framework fixed by [2] . This maximum is actually reached when the state of stress
is between the characteristic threshold and the intermediate threshold. The part of left ofequation (44)
cancel yourself on the characteristic threshold while the part of right-hand side of this same equation is
maximum  on  the  intermediate  threshold.  More  the  characteristic  threshold  and  the  intermediate
threshold  are  close,  i.e.  more  the  parameter  f p  ( equation  22 )  is  weak,  more  this  maximum
approaches the  intermediate  threshold.  The proximity  between these two  thresholds can  be used
besides to evaluate the parameters ρ1 , ρ2  and ρ4  if the experimental data are not very abundant or
non-existent.  By  supposing  that  the  thresholds  characteristic  and  intermediary  are  confused,  it  is

possible to approach the value of ψ  on the intermediate threshold with room temperature ψ[2]
0 , for a

confining pressure given (nonworthless) CP  : 
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sin ψ[2]
0
≈ρ1( CPm[3 ]

0
+σ c (m[2]0 CP

σ c )
a[2]

CP (2+m[3]
0 )+ρ4σ c(m[2 ]

0 CP
σ c )

a[2] )  with m[2]
0 =

m[1]
0 f i

1/a[2]

f i
2
−1

(48)

The parameter  m[3]
0  is  given  byéquation (19) written with room temperature.  With  the help of  an

assumption  on  the  value  of  ψ[2]
0  and  on  ρ1  or  rhô4  ,  it  is  possible  to  evaluate  the  missing

parameter. By forming the same assumptions, the angle of dilatancy on the threshold of peak to room

temperature ψ[1 ]
0 , for a confining pressure given, also expresses itself in an analytical way: 

sin ψ[1]
0
≈ρ1( σc (√m[1]

0 CP
σc
+1−√m[5 ]

0 CP
σ c
+s[5 ]

0 )
CP (1+ρ2 )+σ c (ρ2√m[1]0 CP

σ c
+1+√m[5]0 CP

σc
+s[5 ]

0 ))  (49)

Parameters  m[5]
0  and  s [5]

0  are  given  starting  from  the  relations  (22)  and (23)  written  with  room

temperature. This analytical  method in particular made it  possible to plot certain curves on Figures
2.14 and  2.15. For the curves of right-hand side on Figure  2.14 and for the curve with  5 MPa   of

containment on Figure 2.15. In [3], one has fixed ψ[1]
0
=2° C  and ψ[2]

0
=25 °C .

Figure 2.15: Influence of the parameter ρ1  on the evolution of the angle of dilatancy during compression tests
triaxial carried out with various confining pressures, σ3  . 
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3 Digital integration
In this paragraph, we briefly reconsider the digital integration of the thermomechanical model suggested. The
model was integrated according to two diagrams: an explicit diagram and an implicit scheme. We give only the
broad outlines of  these two diagrams without necessarily detailing all  the put quantities concerned. In what
follows, we will use the notation exceptionally σ  to indicate the tensor of the effective constraints. This makes
it possible not to weigh down the notations. We will not detail the expression of the derivative who intervene in
the whole of the equations.

3.1 Explicit diagram of integration

The  explicit  diagram  of  integration  (ALGO_INTE=‘SPECIFIC‘) consist  of  a  classical  phase  of  elastic
prediction  followed by a phase of  correction  (visco)  plastic  if  one of  both,  or  both,  mechanism (S)  is/are
activated (S) during it elastic shooting . The variables of entry of the algorithm of resolution are: 

• t : time at the moment “+”; 

• t− : time at the moment “-”; 

• T : temperature at the moment “+”;

• T− : temperature at the moment “-”;

• T 0 : temperature of reference;

• σ
− : tensor of the effective constraints at the moment “-”;

• ξ
vp− : variable of work hardening of the viscoplastic mechanism at the moment “-”;

• ξ
p−  : variable of work hardening of the plastic mechanism at the moment “-”; 

• Δε : increment of total deflection.

The variables of exit are:

• σ : tensor of the effective constraints at the moment “+”; 

• ξ
vp : variable of work hardening of the viscoplastic mechanism at the moment “+”; 

• ξ
p : variable of work hardening of the plastic mechanism at the moment “+”; 

•
∂σ ij

∂Δεkl
: tangent operator. 

Starting from the data input, we proceed in the following way:

● Elastic prediction: σ
e
=σ

−
+A : (Δε−

αV

3
ΔT .δ)  

● Active viscoplastic mechanism?

• Calculation of F vp (σ e ,ξvp− , T )  

• If F vp (σ e ,ξvp− , T )<0  , one is elastic: 

₀ Δε
vp
=0  

₀ Δ ξvp=Δ γvp=0  

₀ ξ
vp
=ξ

vp−  

₀ γvp=γvp−  

• If F vp (σ e ,ξvp− , T )≥0  , one is viscoplastic: 

₀ Δε
vp
=Av

T ( ⟨F
vp (σ e , xivp , T )⟩

Pa
)
nv

Gvp−
Δ t  
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₀ Δ γvp=√ 2
3
Δ evp :Δ evp  with Δ evp

=Δε
vp
−Tr

(Δεvp )

3
δ

₀ Δ ξ
vp
=min(Δγvp ,ξ[5]−ξ

vp−
)  

₀ ξ
vp
=ξ

vp−
+Δξ

vp  

₀ γ
vp
=γ

vp−
+Δγ

vp  

₀ ε
vp
=ε

vp−
+Δε

vp  

● Active plastic mechanism?

• Position of the state of stress compared to the characteristic threshold:

₀ If F vp(σ e ,ξ[5 ] ,T )≥0 , there is coupling between the two mechanisms 

₀ If not, there is no coupling between the two mechanisms 

• Calculation of Fp (σ e ,ξp− , T )  

• If Fp (σ e ,ξp− , T )<0  , one is elastic: 

₀ Δε
p
=0  

₀ Δ γ
p
=0  

₀ γ
p
=γ

p−  

₀ ξ
p
=ξ

p−
+Δξ

p  with:

- Δ ξ
p
=0  if there is not coupling between the two mechanisms

- Δ ξ
p
=Δ γ

vp  if there is coupling between the two mechanisms
₀ Update of the constraints:

σ=σ
−
+A(Δε−Δεvp

−
αV

3
ΔT δ)  

• If Fp (σ e ,ξp− , T )≥0 , one is plastic :

₀ Calculation of Δ λ   (equation 56)
₀ Δε=Δ λGp−  

₀ Δ γ
p
=√ 2

3
Δ e p:Δ e p  with Δ e p

=Δε
p
−Tr

(Δε p )

3
δ

₀ Δ ξ
p
=Δ γ

p  if there is not coupling between the two mechanisms

₀ Δ ξ
p
=Δ γ

p
+Δ γ

vp  if there is coupling between the two mechanisms

₀ ξ
p
=ξ

p−
+Δξ

p  
₀ Update of the constraints:

σ=σ
−
+A(Δε−Δεvp

−Δε
p
−
αV

3
ΔT δ)  

● Calculation of the tangent operator 
∂σ ij

∂Δεkl
 (to see §3.1.2)

3.1.1 Determination of the increment of the plastic multiplier

L‘increment of the plastic multiplier  Δ λ  is given by applying the condition of Kuhn-Tucker, i.e. to apply the
following condition: 

Fp (σ ,ξ p, T )=0  (50)

Maybe in incremental form: 

Fp(σij
−
+A ijkl :(Δεkl−Δ λGkl

p−
−⟨φ⟩Gkl

vp−
Δ t−

αV

3
ΔT δkl) ,ξp−

+Δ ξ
p ,T−+ΔT )=0  (51)

We choose to make an explicit resolution by development of Euler: 
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Fp(σij
−
+A ijkl :(Δεkl−Δ λGkl

p−
−⟨φ⟩Gkl

vp−
Δ t−

αV

3
ΔT δkl) ,ξp− ,T−)−

Δλ (∂F
p

∂σij
)
σij
−
: (A ijkl :Gkl

p− )+Δξp(∂F
p

∂ξ
p )

ξ
p−

+ΔT (∂F
p

∂T )T−=0
 (52)

We note: 

(∂F
p

∂σij )σij
−
=(∂F

p

∂σ ij
− )  ; (∂F

p

∂ξ
p )
ξ p−

=( ∂ Fp

∂ξ
p− )  ; (∂F

p

∂T )T−=(
∂F p

∂T− ) (53)

Two cases are to be distinguished.

If  there is  coupling between the mechanisms plastic  and viscoplastic  (state  of  stress above  characteristic
threshold). One has Δ ξ

p
=Δ γ

p
+Δ γ

vp  , and thus: 

Fp(σij
−
+Aijkl :(Δεkl−⟨φ⟩Gkl

vp−
Δ t−

αV

3
ΔT δkl), ξp− ,T−)−

Δλ (∂F
p

∂σij
− ) : (Aijkl :Gkl

p− )+(Δλ √2
3

g II
p−
+Δγ

vp)∂F
p

∂ξ
p− +ΔT (∂F

p

∂T− )=0
 (54)

And:

F p(σij
−
+A ijkl :(Δεkl−⟨φ⟩Gkl

vp−
Δ t−

αV

3
ΔT δkl) ,ξp− ,T−)=

Fp (σij
− ,ξp− , T−)+∂F

p

∂σ ij
−

:(A ijkl :(Δεkl−⟨φ⟩Gkl
vp−
Δ t−

αV

3
ΔT δkl))

 (55)

From where the expression of the plastic multiplier:

Δλ=

F p (σij
− ,ξp− , T−)+∂F

p

∂σ ij
−

: (A ijkl : (Δεkl−⟨φ⟩Gkl
vp−
Δt ))+Δ γvp ∂F

p

∂ξ
p−

(∂ Fp

∂σij
− ): (A ijkl :Gkl

p− )−√ 2
3
gII

p− ∂F
p

∂ξ
p−

+

(∂F
p

∂T−
−K αV

∂F p

∂σ ij
−

:δij)ΔT

∂F p

∂σij
−

: (A ijkl :Gkl
p− )−√ 2

3
gII

p− ∂F
p

∂ ξ
p−

 (56)

Withvec: 

⟨φ ⟩=A v
T( ⟨F

vp
(σ

e ,ξvp−
)⟩

Pa
)
nv

=Av
T ( ⟨F

vp
(σ

−
+A ijkl :(Δεkl−

αV

3
ΔT δkl) ,ξvp−

)⟩
Pa

)
n v

 (57)

Quantity A v
T  represent the quantity A v  calculated at the temperature T  (moment “+”).

If there is not pace of coupling between the two mechanisms (state of stress below characteristic threshold),
one thus has Δ ξ

p
=Δ γ

p , there is the following expression of the plastic multiplier: 
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Δλ=

F p (σij
− ,ξp− , T−)+∂F

p

∂σ ij
−

: (A ijkl : (Δεkl−⟨φ⟩Gkl
vp−
Δt ))

(∂F
p

∂σ ij
− ) : (Aijkl : Gkl

p− )−√ 2
3
g II

p− ∂F
p

∂ξ
p−

+

(∂F
p

∂T−
−K αV

∂F p

∂σij
−

: δij)ΔT

∂F p

∂σ ij
−

: (A ijkl :Gkl
p− )−√ 2

3
g II

p− ∂ Fp

∂ ξ
p−

 (58)

3.1.2 Tangent operator

The form of the tensor of the constraints at the moment “+” is: 

σij=σij
−
+Aijkl : (Δεkl−ΔλG kl

p−
−⟨φ⟩Gkl

vp−
Δ t−

αV

3
ΔT δkl)  (59)

The tangent operator is defined by: 

∂Δσ ij

∂Δεkl
=A ijkl−(A ijmn :Gmn

p− )⊗ ∂Δ λ∂Δεkl
−(A ijmn :Gmn

vp− )⊗
∂ ⟨φ ⟩
∂Δεkl

Δ t  (60)

The two same cases are to be distinguished. When there is not of coupling between the two mechanisms, one
thus has Δ ξ

p
=Δ γ

p . The first term is worth, from (58): 

∂Δ λ
∂Δεkl

=

∂F p

∂σ ij
−

:(A ijkl−(Aijmn :Gmn
vp− )⊗

∂ ⟨ φ ⟩
∂Δεkl

Δt )
∂F p

∂σij
−

: (A ijkl :Gkl
p− )−√ 2

3
gII

p− ∂F
p

∂ ξ
p−

 (61)

And the second term: 

∂ ⟨φ ⟩
∂Δεkl

=
Av

T nv

Pa
( ⟨F

vp
(σ

e ,ξvp− , T )⟩
Pa

)
nv−1

∂F vp

∂σ ij
e :
∂σ ij

e

∂Δεkl
 

∂ ⟨φ ⟩
∂Δεkl

=
A v

T nv

Pa
( ⟨F

vp
(σ

e ,ξvp− ,T )⟩
Pa

)
nv−1

∂Fvp

∂σ ij
e : Aijkl

 

(62)

The resulting tangent matrix is thus worth: 

∂Δσ ij

∂Δεkl
=A ijkl−(A ijmn :Gmn

p− )⊗

∂F p

∂σij
−

: (Aijkl−(A ijmn: Gmn
vp− )⊗

∂ ⟨φ ⟩
∂Δεkl

Δ t)
∂F p

∂σ ij
−

: (A ijkl :Gkl
p− )−√ 2

3
g II

p− ∂ Fp

∂ ξ
p−

−

Av
T nv

Pa
( ⟨F

vp
(σ

e ,ξvp− ,T )⟩
Pa

)
nv−1

(Aijmn :Gmn
vp− )⊗(∂F

vp

∂σij
e : A ijkl)Δ t

 (63)

When there is coupling between the two mechanisms, one thus has  Δ ξ
p
=Δ γ

p
+Δ γ

vp .  The first  term is
worth, from (58): 
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∂Δ λ
∂Δεkl

=

∂F p

∂σ ij
−

:(A ijkl−(Aijmn :Gmn
vp− )⊗

∂ ⟨ φ ⟩
∂Δεkl

Δt )+ ∂F
p

∂ξ
p−

∂Δ γ
vp

∂Δεkl
vp :
∂Δεkl

vp

∂σij
e : Aijkl

∂F p

∂σ ij
−

: (A ijkl :Gkl
p− )−√ 2

3
gII

p− ∂F
p

∂ξ
p−

 (64)

With the two following terms: 

∂Δ γ
vp

∂Δεkl
vp =

2
3
Δ eij

vp

Δ γ
vp :(δik⊗δ jl−

1
3
δij⊗δkl)  (65)

And: 

∂Δεkl
vp

∂σ ij
e =

A v
T nv

Pa
( ⟨F

vp
(σ

e ,ξvp− ,T )⟩
Pa

)
nv−1

∂ Fvp

∂σ ij
e ⊗Gmn

vp−
Δ t  (66)

3.2 Implicit diagram of integration

L E diagram is selected when ALGO_INTE = ‘ NEWTON ‘ . 

3.2.1 Elastic phase of prediction

This stage is identical to that of the paragraph §3.1.

3.2.2 Phase of correction: nonlinear equations to solve

This  stage  consists  in solving  the  system  of  nonlinear  equations established  on  the  basis  of  mechanism
viscoplastic  and/or  plastic.  The  unknown  factors  of  the  system  of  nonlinear  equations  are  the  effective
constraints at the moment “+”, σ ,  the plastic multiplier  Δ λ ,  the variable of  work hardening of  the plastic
mechanism at the moment “+”,  ξ

p , and the variable of work hardening of the viscoplastic mechanism at the

moment “+”, ξ
vp . The vector of the unknown factors is thus, to the maximum, of size Neuf (3D). The nonlinear

equations to solve are:

• The incremental equation of state: 

E1 : σ−σ
−
−A(Δε−Δ λGp

−⟨φ(F vp
) ⟩G vp

−
αV

3
ΔT δ)=0  (67)

• The condition of Kuhn-Tucker: 

E2 : {Si F p
<0  alors Δ λ=0

Si F p
=0 alors Δλ>0

 (68)

• Incremental evolution of the variable of work hardening of the plastic mechanism:

E3 : ξ
p
−ξ

p−
−Δ ξ

p
=0  (69

• Incremental evolution of the variable of work hardening of the viscoplastic mechanism: 

E4 : ξ
vp
−ξ

vp−
−Δξ

vp
=0  (70)

These  unknown  factors  form  a  square  system,  R(ΔY )  where  ΔY=(Δσ ,Δ λ ,Δξp ,Δ ξvp
) .  With  the

iteration  k  loop  of  on-the-spot  correction  of  Newton,  the  following  matric  equation,  of  unknown  factor

δ(ΔY k+1
)  is solved: 

dR(ΔY k
)

d (ΔY k
)
δ(ΔY k+1

)=−R (ΔY k
)  (71)
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The matrix jacobienne 
dR(ΔY k )

d (ΔY k )
, nonsymmetrical, builds itself in the following way: 

dR(ΔY k )

d (ΔY k )
=(

∂E1

∂(σij)
k

∂ E1

∂(Δ λ)k
∂ E1

∂(ξ p)k
∂ E1

∂(ξvp)k

∂E2

∂(σij)
k

∂ E2

∂(Δ λ)k
∂ E2

∂(ξ p)k
∂ E2

∂(ξvp)k

∂ E3

∂(σij)
k

∂ E3

∂(Δ λ)k
∂ E3

∂(ξ p)k
∂ E3

∂(ξvp)k

∂ E4

∂(σij)
k

∂ E4

∂(Δ λ)k
∂E 4

∂(ξ p)k
∂ E4

∂(ξvp)k

)  (72)

Derived terms associated with R1  , corresponding to the first line of 
dR(ΔY k )

d (ΔY k )
 are: 

d (R1 )ij

d(ΔY 1)mn
=I ijmn−

∂ A ijkl

∂σmn
: (Δεkl−ΔλG kl

p− ⟨φ(F vp)⟩+Gkl
vp−

αv

3 ΔT δkl )+

Δλ A ijkl :
∂Gkl

p

∂σmn
+A ijkl : (Gkl

vp⊗
∂ ⟨φ(F p) ⟩+

∂σmn
Δ t )+

⟨φ(Fp)⟩+ Δt A ijkl :
∂Gkl

vp

∂σmn

 (73)

d (R1 )ij

d(ΔY 2)mn
=A ijkl :Gkl

p  (74)

d (R1 )ij

d(ΔY 3)mn
=Δλ Aijkl :

∂G kl
p

∂ξ p  (75)

d (R1 )ij
d(ΔY 4 )mn

=Δλ A ijkl : (
∂ ⟨Φ( Fvp) ⟩+

∂ ξvp G kl
vp+

∂Gkl
vp

∂ξvp ⟨Φ(Fvp)⟩+ )Δt  (76)

Derived terms associated with  R2  , corresponding to the second-row forward of  
dR(ΔY k )

d (ΔY k )
 are, in elasticity (

R2≡Δλ  ): 

d (R2)

d(ΔY 1)ij
=0ij  ;

d (R2 )

d(ΔY 2)
=1  ;

d (R 2)

d(ΔY 3)
=0  ;

d (R 2)

d(ΔY 4 )
=0 (77)

ET in plasticity ( R2≡F p ): 

d (R2)

d(ΔY 1)ij
=
∂ F p

∂σij
 ;

d (R2 )

d(ΔY 2)
=0  ;

d (R 2)

d(ΔY 3)
=
∂ F p

∂ξ p  ;
d (R 2)

d(ΔY 4 )
=0 (78)

Derived terms associated with R3  , corresponding to the back-row forward of 
dR(ΔY k )

d (ΔY k )
 are: 

d (R3)

d(ΔY 1)ij
={−Δ λ√

2
3

∂ gII
p

∂σ ij
 dans le cas contractant

−Δ λ√ 2
3

∂g II
p

∂σij
−√ 2

3 Δ t (gII
vp ∂ ⟨φ(F

vp) ⟩+

∂σ ij
+
∂gII

vp

∂ σij
⟨φ(F vp)⟩+ )  dans le cas dilatant

 (79)

d (R3 )

d(ΔY 2)
=−√ 2

3 gII
p  (80)

d (R3 )

d(ΔY 3)
=1−Δλ √ 2

3

∂g II
p

∂ ξp  (81)

d (R 3)

d(ΔY 4 )
={0  dans le cas contractant

−√ 2
3 Δ t (gII

vp ∂ ⟨φ( Fvp) ⟩+

∂σij
+
∂ gII

vp

∂σ ij
⟨φ(Fvp)⟩+ )  dans le cas dilatant

 (82)
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 Derived terms associated with R4  , corresponding to fourth line of 
dR(ΔY k )

d (ΔY k )
 are: 

d (R4 )

d(ΔY 1)ij
=−√ 2

3 Δ t (gII
vp ∂ ⟨φ(F

vp) ⟩+

∂ σij
+
∂g II

vp

∂σij
⟨φ(Fvp)⟩+ )  si γ̇vp≤ξ[5 ]−ξ

vp−  (83)

d (R4 )

d(ΔY 2)
=0  (84)

d (R 4)

d(ΔY 3)
=0  (85)

d (R 4)

d(ΔY 4 )
=1−√ 2

3 Δ t (gII
vp ∂ ⟨φ(Fvp) ⟩+

∂σ ij
+
∂gII

vp

∂ σij
⟨φ(Fvp)⟩+ )  (86)

One will not detail the totality of the terms in this document.
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4 Description of parameters model

Parameter material DEFI_MATERIAU Value by
default

Pa  Pa

nelas  NELAS 0

σ c  SIGMA_C

β  BETA 1.5

γ  GAMMA 0

v1  V_1

v2  V_2

a[2 ]  A_2

m[0]
0  M_0

m[1]
0  M_1

q i
0  Q_I

ξ[1 ]
0  XI_1

ξ[2 ]
0  XI_2

ξ[5 ]
0  XI_5

f p  F_P 0.1

A v
0  With

nv  NR

ρ1  
RHO_1

ρ2  
RHO_2

ρ4  
RHO_4

rq  R_Q 0

−rm  R_M 0

−rs  R_S 0

r[1]
x  R_X1 0

r [2]
x  R_X2 0

r [5 ]
x  R_X5

0

Z  Z
0

COUPLAGE_P_VP 1
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Note:
• Parameters model to inform under the keyword factor LKR order DEFI_MATERIAU.

• L E parameter  COUPLAGE_P_VP allows to or not activate (1) (0) the coupling between the
mechanisms plastic and viscoplastic. 

• The parameters having a value by default are optional.
• L E modulus Young ( E ) and the Poisson's ratio ( NAKED ) are to be informed under the

keyword factor ELAS . 
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5 Internal variables
Internal variables of the model, defined in Code_hasster are: 

Index Name Description

V1 XIP variable of work hardening of the plastic mechanism ξ
p  

V2 GAMMAP equivalent plastic deformation γ
p  

V3 XIVP  variable of work hardening of the mechanism visco plastic ξ
vp  

V4 GAMMAVP viscoplastic deformation equivalent γ
vp  

V5 INDICDIL indicator of dilatancy

0 if contractor

1 if dilating

V6 INDIVISC indicator of viscoplasticity 

1 if viscoplasticity

0 if not

V7 INDIPLAS indicator of plasticity

1 if plasticity

0 if not

V8 EPSVOLME mechanical part of the elastic voluminal deformation tr(εm, e
)

V9 EPSVOLTH thermal part of the elastic voluminal deformation tr(εT ,e
)

V10 EPSPVOL plastic deformation voluminal tr(ε p
)  

V11 EPSVOLVP viscoplastic deformation voluminal tr(ε vp
)

V12 FIELD field 

0 so elastic

1 so plastic pre-peak

2 so plastic post-peak enters the thresholds of peak and intermediary

3 so plastic post-peak enters the thresholds intermediary and residual
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